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Genuine curiosity and introspection, 
not ego and grandstanding, always 

get you to the right answers.
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MIKE’S TOP KEYS
TOSUCCESS

Own It

Dream it, make it real

Enjoy the ride

WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST JOB? WHAT LESSONS DID YOU TAKE AWAY FROM IT?
At 12 years old my family immigrated to St. Paul, Minnesota from Russia, and I had four paper routes while
my mom and dad were going to school at night to learn English. It was great. The paper route helped
pay for the family groceries, and I was also saving up money to buy a stereo, which was really important
to me at the time. I learned early on what it’s like to work hard for a living. I learned a lot of basic
management skills, since I quickly “hired” my younger brother and sister to help out. I learned sympathy
and empathy. You see the world in a very different kind of way after you learn to work, and work hard. It
helps you never forget where you came from. It gives you authenticity that is hard to fake later in
life. Leadership is all about authenticity and curiosity.

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES PEOPLE SUCCESSFUL?
For me, it’s identifying what gives you the drive, determination, and grit to overcome hardships. Hardships
that any business owner or any major business will inevitably need to confront and overcome. And, how
do you solve it in a humane but fiscally responsible way. For me, that drive comes from wanting to create
a legacy for the future.

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR IN HIRING A SENIOR TEAM?
Can they work with us? Can they be a leader? Are they good decision makers? Do they have the spirit? I
don’t believe businesses are successful because of someone’s pedigree, or what is says on their
diploma. I believe most businesses are successful because of the team’s ability to execute. Anybody can
get lucky, anybody can hit one homerun, but long-term, sustained success comes from consistent,
repeatable execution.

WHAT DRIVES YOU?
I’m a builder. I care about what we do. I didn’t want to go into business just to make money for my family
and my investors. I went into business to make a difference. I wanted to solve a massive problem that
society was facing. And the problem society is facing is that we have depleted our soils, the stuff we put
into our bodies is not healthy, and when it comes to food, we have consistently taken the easy way out,
picked the cheapest way to eat, and in doing so, we are destroying our ecosystem, our planet, and our
food supply, and ourselves. I want to fix that.

80 Acres Farms is focused on being the best operator in the world of indoor farming facilities that
achieve the highest quality and consistency of year-round produce. Its extensive produce growing,
food manufacturing, marketing and distribution experience, and mastery of automation drives
continuous high-quality production and operational efficiency leading to improved unit economics.
Utilizing state of the art proprietary technologies, including modular grow zones, customized LED
lighting, precisely-tuned climate controls, and an artificial intelligence powered growing system, the
Company is able to offer customers flavorful, and nutritious locally grown fruits and vegetables at
affordable prices. Based in Cincinnati, Ohio, the company was founded by veteran food industry
executives Mike Zelkind and Tisha Livingston who are supported by a deep team and a board of
directors representing executive and leadership experience at leading food, healthcare, and other
companies. For more information, visit www.80acresfarms.com

ABOUT 80 ACRES FARMS

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST MISTAKE YOU’VE MADE AND
WHAT DID YOU LEARN?
The biggest mistake I made was not trusting my gut early on
in my career. It is difficult when you are starting out to have
the ability, and security, to trust your gut, and just go figure
things out. But, what I learned is if you’re honest with
yourself, and you do make a mistake, but fix it, and learn
from it, you can consistently drive great success. That’s the
key. The times I’ve been most successful in my life have
been when I’ve worked on teams where we have
established a deep-rooted trust. If you can be honest with
your mistakes, learn from them, and fix them, you have the
capability to be a real senior leader, regardless of what your
roll or title is. Trust your gut. Don’t be afraid of it. The
minute you start making decisions to mitigate risks, instead
of decisions to really drive the business, then at best you’ll
be average. You’re just operating on fear, and hoping to
keep your job, and will never be great.
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WHAT WAS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ? WHAT DID YOU LEARN?
Well, I’ll give you three I just wrapped up. Shoe Dog, What a Plant Knows, and The Dorito Effect. If you
look at Shoe Dog, Phil Knight’s journey with Nike, a lot of his motivation, and his drive to prove himself and
his business, I see a lot of similarities with what we are doing at 80 Acres. It was a very empowering
book, and reinforced my belief that we are building something incredible. The timing is right, the
opportunity is there, and we have the right people.

WHAT DOES 80 ACRES DO?
We don’t sell lettuce. We don’t push tomatoes. We’re providing nutrition. Tasty nutrition, in a clean, fun
and healthy way, that makes you feel good about yourself. We want to provide children, families, people,
with nutrition they can trust.

WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR CUSTOMERS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS?
We will always do the right thing for the customer. At the end of the day, the decisions we make are long
term motivated, because we are in this business for the long term. And, we will always do the right thing
for our employees. Everyone on our team believes in our mission and in our vision. That’s how good
teams are developed, superior quality is achieved, and great companies are built.

WHAT IS THE DREAM GOAL FOR 80 ACRES?
We want to be the Google of food. We want to solve the real problem that we think all of our customers
have. The problem is that there is a need for clean, local, nutritious food, that is transparently made, and
honest. It needs to be made available to everyone, everywhere, and needs to be economically feasible
for all. 80 Acres is Truly Local, and Honestly Fresh. Our mission is to bring healthy, delicious produce to
every neighborhood all around the world.


